In this study, TRMM-observed precipitation in the tropics is decomposed according to the horizontal area of radar precipitation features, with special emphasis on large systems (rain area . 10 4 km 2 ) that contribute roughly half of tropical rainfall. Statistical associations of rain-weighted radar precipitation feature (RPF) size distributions with atmospheric variables on the 1.58 grid of ERA-Interim data are explored. In one-predictor distributions, the association with total precipitable water vapor (TPWV) is the strongest, while relative humidity at low and midlevels and low-level wind shear are also positively related to large-RPF rain fraction. Standard CAPE and CIN variables computed from grid-mean thermodynamic profiles are only weakly related to the size of rain systems. Joint distributions over two variables are also reported. The relative importance of predictors varies over different regions. The eastern Pacific is distinctive for having large rain systems in environments with a moist boundary layer but a dry midtroposphere, with strong shallow wind shear and small CAPE. In contrast, the large-storm environment over the western Pacific is found to be moister in the whole troposphere, with relatively weaker wind shear and larger CAPE. Over tropical land, the Sahel and central Africa stand out as having a great fractional rainfall contributed by large RPFs. Their associated environment is characterized by lower TPWV but stronger shallow wind shear and larger CIN and CAPE, in comparison to the equatorial Amazon basin and the Maritime Continent. Based on these associations, statistical reconstructions of the geographical distribution of large-RPF rain fraction from grid-mean atmospheric predictors are attempted.
Introduction
Tropical rain systems not only drive the atmospheric circulation through the release of latent heat but also influence Earth's energy budget through their associated cloud fields. Rain systems over the tropics are very diverse in size and character (Nakazawa 1988; Sui and Lau 1992; Mapes and Houze 1993; Machado et al. 1992; Houze et al. 2015) . Among them, precipitating systems with large horizontal extent [mesoscale convective systems (MCSs)] are especially important because they are responsible for a vast majority of rainfall (Nesbitt et al. 2000; Nesbitt and Zipser 2003; Liu 2011) , as well as the most of latent heating in the midtroposphere (Houze 1989; Schumacher et al. 2004; Liu et al. 2015) , and substantial cloud-radiative impacts (Machado and Rossow 1993; Wilcox and Ramanathan 2001; Wood and Field 2011) . Figure 1 shows the distribution of total rainfall with respect to rain area scale (the log 10 of size) and echo-top height. Two modes are seen: shallow and small precipitating features with areas less than about 200 km 2 and deep and large precipitating features with areas greater than 10 4 km 2 . Summing over the main mode, the large deep features contribute around 51% of total rain over ocean and 45% over land (Table 1) .
Larger rain events are often observed to have a larger fraction of stratiform versus convective rain, implying a more top-heavy heating profile that impacts global circulations (Houze 1982; Hartmann et al. 1984; Schumacher et al. 2004) . For this reason, global circulation models (GCMs) should aim to somehow represent the net effects of mesoscale storms, not just cumulus clouds. The purpose of this study is to document observational relationship between mesoscale storm size and gridded atmospheric variables. The regression coefficients reported below do not translate in any direct way into improved relations for parameterization schemes. Convective and stratiform rain processes are usually parameterized separately, and their interplay with dynamics produces unforeseeable and diversely unrealistic characteristic structures to model rain events (Mapes et al. 2009 ). Still, the statistical relationship here may at least serve as an observational target for testing model performance.
A first critical step in correlation and regression analysis is to identify a set of candidate input variables. The set of gridded atmospheric variables considered in this study was selected arbitrarily but is based on some customary causality ideas in mesoscale meteorology and convective clustering, as reviewed in the subsections below. Specifically, we used measures of instability (CAPE and CIN), moisture [total precipitable water vapor (TPWV), relative humidity at low levels (RHlow), lifting condensation level (LCL), and relative humidity in the middle troposphere (i.e., 700-400 hPa; RHmid)], and the magnitude of vertical shear of the horizontal wind over shallow and deep layers, as listed in Table 2 below. Readers should remember that the linear space spanned by regression ''predictor'' variables (sometimes called exogenous or independent variables) includes everything that is linearly correlated with those nominal predictors, which together define a linear space (the domain) of the regression. For instance, a set of local predictors that does not include Pacific sea temperatures may still contain the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) signal. As a result, the label assigned to each predictor variable, while narrowly correct by definition, may give an incomplete view of the meaning of the resulting correlation relationships if taken too literally. For example, the conclusion of Chakraborty et al. (2016) that aerosol optical depth (AOD) ''explains up to 24% of the total variance of MCSs' lifetime during the decay phase'' should be interpreted as meaning that AOD and all its correlates that are not captured by the small set of meteorological predictors considered (and all of their implicit linear correlates).
Atmospheric factors that may influence the size of precipitation systems
In the tropics, precipitation systems usually involve vertical moist convection as a core process. Moist convection is locally controlled by various physical processes and associated atmospheric variables. The vertical momentum budget of rising parcels, with buoyancy as a key force and the ultimate source of system kinetic energy, points to some thermodynamic key variables. But kinematic (horizontal wind field) variables also play an important role in convective development. Factors include convergence at low levels (Fankhauser et al. 1985; Wilson et al. 1992 Wilson et al. , 1998 Kottmeier et al. 2008; Kalthoff et al. 2009 ); boundary layer moisture (Fabry 2006) ; vertical moisture variations and depth of moisture (Crook 1996; Lee et al. 1991; Bluestein et al. 1990 ); midlevel moisture, stability, and horizontal wave pattern (Carbone 1982; Murphey et al. 2006) ; and the vertical wind shear and its interaction with a precipitation-generated cold pool Wilson et al. 1998) . Several of these parameters are utilized in this study.
The target variable to be ''explained'' by these predictors is MCS size, or degree of organization of convection, defined as the conditional rainfall probability from large precipitating systems (LPSs), given the total rainfall. The work reported below was done with the following questions in mind:
d Which grid-mean atmospheric variables are typically related to the horizontal extent and rain production of precipitating systems?
d How do these atmospheric variables jointly impact on the horizontal scales of precipitation systems? Are there regional dependences?
d When the quantitative relations between rain fraction of large systems and atmospheric factors are obtained, can we apply them to reconstruct or estimate the rain fraction of large systems by in similar atmospheric conditions that are out of our statistical training sample?
In the remainder of section 1, predictor variables are listed and reasons for their choices explained. Section 2 contains the details of data and methods, and then results are presented and discussed in later sections.
1) TPWV
Rainfall and column-integrated water vapor are closely related in the tropics (Austin 1948; Sherwood and Wahrlich 1999; Raymond 2000; Bretherton et al. 2004; Neelin et al. 2009; Holloway and Neelin 2009; Muller et al. 2009; Sherwood et al. 2010 ). Peters and Neelin (2006) demonstrated that rainfall over tropical 
ocean increases rapidly when column-integrated humidity is close to a critical humidity and perhaps slightly decreases at very high humidity. In parameterization scheme terms, convection's moisture dependence is often conceptualized via entrainment effects on the buoyancy of a rising mixing parcel. However, clouds also moisten their environment, so the causality behind the correlation may be muddled. The positive feedback between convection and free-tropospheric humidity is considered as one possible explanation for the self-aggregation of convection: if convection moistens its immediate environment and dries the more distant regions, then convection tends to cluster (Randall and Huffman 1980; Tompkins 2001) . Recent cloud-resolving model (CRM) simulations emphasized that the buildup of humidity in a convective region is a key to producing coherent structures (Grabowski 2003; Grabowski and Moncrieff 2004; Bretherton et al. 2005; Bretherton and Khairoutdinov 2015; Mapes 2016) . Zeng (1999) also showed that the supplementary use of satellite-derived column water vapor path could improve statistical predictions of tropical rainfall from infrared brightness temperature. For these reasons, we chose analyzed TPWV as one of our candidate predictors.
2) RHLOW
Humidity at low levels is especially important to the location and timing of convective initiation (Brooks et al. 1993; Crook 1996; Wilson et al. 1998; Keil et al. 2008) , especially along boundary convergence zones (Weckwerth and Parsons 2006; Klüpfel et al. 2012) . Small changes (like 1 g kg 21 or less) in water vapor mixing ratio can control whether storms occur or become intense (Crook et al. 1991; Crook 1996) . For this reason, we chose a near-surface humidity variable. Relative humidity is a degreasing function of temperature as well as an increasing function of water vapor content. This choice may complement predictors like CAPE which depend strongly on near-surface equivalent potential temperature u e , an increasing function of both temperature and vapor content. While the information in the lifting condensation level (LCL) variable is mostly redundant with RH at 1000 hPa, RHlow is an average over the 1000-850-hPa layer.
3) RHMID
Midtropospheric water vapor is thought to positively impacts the vertical development of convection [e.g., Derbyshire et al. (2004) and others in that journal special issue], and midlevel dry air is observed to strongly suppress the deep convection (Brown and Bretherton 1997; Yoneyama 2003) . The entrainment of dry air will reduce updraft buoyancy as identified by a number of CRM studies (Ridout 2002; Takemi 2006) . Of course, convection also moistens the midlevels, so the association should perhaps be considered a reflection of positive feedback, not of simple causality. Here we use RHmid, the RH averaged over the 700-400-hPa layer. Since temperature varies little in the tropical middle troposphere, the information in RH is similar to specific humidity (water vapor content).
4) SHALLOW VERTICAL WIND SHEAR
Vertical shear of horizontal wind is important in determining the storm type Rotunno et al. 1988; Fovell and Ogura 1989; Liu and Moncrieff 2001; Weisman and Rotunno 2004; Anber et al. 2014; Moncrieff and Lane 2015) . Vertical shear can affect storm dynamics in numerous ways, but the net effect on overall convective activity (or MCS size as explored here) is not well understood. One aspect that is frequently cited in relation to convective organization is the low-level wind shear, especially in long-lived squall lines (Schlemmer and Hohenegger 2014) . Rotunno et al. (1988) and Weisman et al. (1988) , widely known as RKW and WKR, respectively, emphasized that the cold pool-shear interaction may greatly prolong the lifetimes of squall lines and enhance their intensities. In an environment without shear, downdraft outflow spreads out in all directions, cutting off the storm's source of warm moist air so that cells are short lived. With low-level vertical wind shear, the cold pool is pressed closer to the source, and propped up to be deeper and stronger, initiating new convective cells along the downshear or ''leading'' edge of the cold pool, called a gust front, producing a multicellular storm or squall line. The case where the cold pool is roughly in balance with the shear has been called the optimal state, in which the system maintains a vertical updraft and repeatedly generates new cells on its leading edge (Xu et al. 1996; Xue et al. 1997; Xue 2000; Robe and Emanuel 2001) .
Our low-level shear index is the magnitude of the vector wind difference between 3 and 1 km. While this is a rather elevated layer compared to marine MCS cold pools and squall lines, our statistical relationships should not be taken too literally in mechanistic terms, as discussed above.
5) DEEP VERTICAL WIND SHEAR
Deep vertical wind shear is measured as the magnitude of the horizontal vector wind difference between 1-and 9-km altitudes in interpolated profiles. The most oft-cited role of deep-layer wind shear is as a negative influence on the genesis and intensification of on tropical cyclone (Gray 1968; McBride and Zehr 1981; Merrill 1988; DeMaria 1996; Emanuel 2000; Zehr 2003; Paterson et al. 2005; Zeng et al. 2008; Molinari and Vollaro 2010) . Zehr (1992) In terms of total rainfall or MCS rain area, the expected effects of deep shear are less obvious. While our sample does include tropical cyclones, their core dynamics governing peak wind intensity is not necessarily correlated to rain production or area. Deep shear may broaden radar echo area by advecting slow-falling hydrometeors farther from the convection that lofted them. Shear is related to thermal gradients by thermal wind balance, and such frontal zones have secondary circulations than can force mesoscale rain patterns, even in the low latitudes of the subtropics and outer tropics. Relationships to deep shear are thus not easy to interpret, but may be physically based and worth examining.
6) CAPE
CAPE is a height integral of the buoyancy of a hypothetical lifted parcel of air up to its level of neutral buoyancy and is customarily used to measure atmospheric instability. Here, we use a parcel from the lowest levels and consider no mixing processes. In many parameterization schemes, CAPE or its entraining generalizations like cloud work function are regarded as the primary control for the location and intensity of convective activity (Emanuel 1994; Arakawa 2004; Yano and Plant 2012) . However, CAPE is only a necessary condition, not a sufficient one. For instance, the tropical western Pacific, Sherwood (1999) found that for 90% of the time there is enough CAPE for convection, which is only 20%-30% likely to break out during a given 30-h period. Since zero-CAPE areas produce zero convection, broad-scale climate correlations are often positive. However, for convection variations within climatologically unstable areas, the correlation can be negative as downdraft outflows (with little or no CAPE) spread out and dominate area averages of low-level air properties, even as natural selection process continues to lift the warmest and moistest air parcels into convective cells. Given these ambiguities of a nonlinear quantity computed from averaged quantities, it is not clear what sign of correlation should be expected in this study. However, CAPE is a customary indicator of atmospheric instability, we included it here despite its weakness.
In terms of information content, CAPE is a blend of gridded u e at 1000 hPa (strictly, the ''parcel'' source level with maximum CAPE) with virtual temperature (negatively weighted) at all levels up to the equilibrium level.
7) CIN
CIN is another integral of the buoyancy of a hypothetical lifted parcel, in this case the negative buoyancy (Brown and Zhang 1997; Parsons et al. 2000; Redelsperger et al. 2002) . CIN is an estimate of how much mechanical lifting is required to bring low-level air to its level of free convection (LFC), under the strict assumptions of undiluted parcel theory. In terms of information content, CIN blends gridded parcel u e and RH with (oppositely weighted) virtual temperature only up to the LFC, which in the tropics is often just the lowest level or two in the gridded thermodynamic profiles.
Again, taking the parcel to be the values from a reanalysis grid cell (a blur of inflow and outflow air when a convective system is known to be present, as in our sample) is acknowledged to be conceptually problematic. Also, the information content of CIN calculated in this way has a lot of redundancy with PBL moisture and CAPE. Still, CIN is so customary that it has been considered here, with mostly null results.
8) LCL
The LCL is formally defined as the height at which the RH of an air parcel will reach 100% when it is cooled by dry adiabatic lifting from the surface. It is used to estimate the convective cloud-base height (Stull and Eloranta 1985) and is essentially redundant with near-surface RH. The impact of LCL variation on storm structure and intensity has been detailed explored by simulation results (McCaul and Cohen 2002) . All else being equal, higher cloud base could lead to less warm-rain coalescence processes, potentially invigorating updraft buoyancy (Williams and Stanfill 2002) . Over the tropics, the LCL predictor may function largely as an indicator of hot dry land (high LCL) versus marine and other moist conditions (low LCL).
Data and methods
To investigate the relationship between rain systems and cotemporaneous atmospheric states at grid scale, two concurrent datasets are required. One is to describe the characteristics of precipitation systems; another is to characterize the average state of the atmosphere over an area similar to that of a global model grid box. These two data sources are described below.
a. TRMM precipitation feature datasets
In this study, 16-yr (1998-2013) radar precipitation features (RPF) data (Liu et al. 2008 ) based on the TRMM, version 7, products are utilized to examine the characteristics of precipitation systems. RPFs are identified by FEBRUARY 2017 C H E N E T A L .
grouping contiguous pixels with TRMM 2A25 nonzero near-surface rain. TRMM detects the reflectivity down to 15-18 dBZ, depending on the orbit level. The lowest instantaneous rain rate is close to 0.1 mm h
21
. Therefore, weak rainfall is not detected (Iguchi et al. 2000 (Iguchi et al. , 2009 .
Variables describing the properties of RPF have been derived (e.g., geo-center location, number of rain pixels, rainfall volume, cloud-top temperature). Horizontal scale of a rain feature is calculated as the total pixel numbers multiplied by the size of each pixel at 17.96 km 2 (before the satellite orbit boost in August 2001) or 20.35 km 2 (after boost). The data for this study consist of TRMM PFs greater than four pixels in size (.75 km 2 ). Figure 1 and Liu et al. (2015) indicate that the value of 10 4 km 2 is a good threshold of rain area to define a large system since the precipitation features with larger rain areas than this values contribute a highest fraction of rainfall and a largest proportion of latent heating at high altitudes (7-8 km). Thus, the RPFs with rain area larger than 10 4 km 2 are defined as large rain systems. Note that the defined large precipitation features may include multiple convective systems that occur close to each other at different life states (convective, stratiform, and anvil) that generate a large contiguous area of precipitation, but also it may include only one individual large convective system. The large rain systems in this study are different from clustered system with convective cores connected to each other. The latter could be intense, while here defined large precipitation system may not be strong since it includes the convective core and also the stratiform anvils associated with which the rainfall is weaker than convective rainfall. The reason why we define the large systems based on precipitation features instead of convective features is that precipitation is an important output variable in model. Both convective and stratiform precipitations make contribution to the vertical distribution of latent heating release. In addition, precipitation is well defined and reasonably measurable, compared to ''convection.''
b. Atmospheric variables
To examine the characteristics of grid-scale mean states associated with large RPFs, the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) interim reanalysis (ERA-Interim; Dee et al. 2011 ) of atmospheric fields including TPWV, RH, temperature (T ), and horizontal wind (u, y) are adopted. These variables are available on a 1.58 3 1.58 horizontal grid at 37 different pressure levels with 6-h intervals. To derive the atmospheric conditions for each RPF, these variables are temporally interpolated at the time of RPF. Then values of variables at the center location of RPF are selected from the nearest grid. The calculation of instability parameters of most-unstable-parcel CAPE, CIN, and LCL were performed following Emanuel (1994) on interpolated profiles at the 1000-, 975-, 925-, 850-, 700-, 500-, 400-, 300-, 200-, and 100-hPa levels. Wind shear is the magnitude of the vertical difference of vector horizontal wind. Shallow wind shear is defined as the difference of horizontal wind at the low level between 1 and 3 km. Deep-layer wind shear is the difference of horizontal wind at 1 and 9 km. The choices of altitudes to define the shear are consistent to those commonly used in previous literature (Emanuel 2000; Zehr 2003; Paterson et al. 2005; Takemi 2006; Zeng et al. 2008) . Note that atmospheric variable is the mean within the grid box at 1.58. This averaged condition is not an ''environment'' that ''controls'' the organization; rather, it includes the environment, storm region, the background forcing, and the response to storm heating. Of course, data assimilation and estimation errors are certainly also present in the heterogeneous, overcast conditions of rainstorm occurrence. In performing the statistical analysis below, we are assuming (or hoping) that these errors may consist of unbiased noise, and all conclusions are subject to the caveat that the reanalysis data might have weather-dependent systematic errors.
Results

a. Geographical distribution of large precipitating systems over tropics
Based on 16-yr observation of TRMM radar precipitation features (RPFs), the geographical distributions of defined large RPFs over tropics are shown in Fig. 2 . Large RPFs are mostly concentrated in the climatological rainy region (Fig. 2a) . In terms of sheer number, large RPFs are more numerous (;3 times; Table 1 ) over tropical ocean than over tropical land because the oceans are bigger, but the number fraction of features that are large (Fig. 2b) is greater over tropical land (;1.5%) than over tropical ocean (0.9%) since there is an abundance of small isolated rain systems over ocean (Schumacher and Houze 2003) . Within the tropical land, the Sahel and central Africa stand out with 2%-2.5% of total rain features having large rain areas (Table 1, Fig. 2b ). No regions within the Amazon basin or Maritime Continent exceed this value. Moreover, there is a tendency for the large RPFs over oceans to be adjacent to land; examples include tropical oceans west of Central America and West Africa and north of Australia.
In terms of rainfall contribution (Fig. 2c) , several interesting regions with high-rain fraction of large rain systems are selected and denoted by boxes in Fig. 2c .
The sample mean properties of large features over these regions are listed in Table 1 . Sahel and central Africa has a greater rainfall fraction from large features (;53%-58%; Table 1 ), in comparison with equatorial land of the Amazon basin and the Maritime Continent. In contrast to other tropical oceanic regions, the Bay of Bengal shows a highest fraction of rainfall from large rain systems. Cross-Pacific variability is characterized with large fraction (55%; Table 1) at each end and with a minimum near the date line.
In general, large features over tropical land have higher 30-and 40-dBZ echo-top heights (ETH), relatively colder minimum brightness temperature at 37 and 85 GHz, and significantly greater lightning flash rate than those over the tropical ocean. This fact indicates that convective updrafts in large features are generally stronger over tropical land than the tropical ocean. Among tropical lands, large features over Sahel and central Africa are the most convectively intense, characterized by the highest maximum 30-dBZ echo-top heights and greatest flash count (Zipser et al. 2006) . Their convective rain contribution to total is around 51%, larger than the Amazon basin and the Maritime Continent. Note that among the selected oceanic regions, the Bay of Bengal (BBL) has a largest population fraction and a greatest rainfall fraction of large RPFs. It also has the most intense large systems with the highest 30-dBZ (averagely around 8.8 km) and 40-dBZ levels (average about 6 km), the coldest minimum brightness temperature at 37 and 85 GHz, and the largest lightning flash rate among selected tropical oceanic regions. The average convective rain fraction over BBL is about 49%, higher than the rest of the oceanic regions.
b. Atmospheric states associated with large rain systems
1) RELATIONS BETWEEN SIZES OF RAIN SYSTEMS AND SINGLE ATMOSPHERIC VARIABLES
The domain for Figs. 3-5 may be denoted as (V, S), where V is some predictor variable on the x axis and S is scale (log 10 of rain area) on the y axis. Following the nomenclature of joint, conditional, and marginal probability distributions, we may denote the coloration in Figs. 3-5 as the conditional distribution R(S j V). That is, it is the rainfall-weighted size distribution of rainfall events R(S) for each given value of predictor variable V. In other words, for a value V read off the horizontal axis, the distribution of color along the vertical axis depicts the size distribution of rain-making storms. The S axis is binned at a resolution of 0.1 in log 10 (size/km 2 ), with size given in square kilometers, so, for instance, green on the color legend means that 7% of total rain observed with that given value of V occurs within a distance of DS 5 0.1 log 10 (size/km 2 ) of the size value read off the y axis. The colored values along each column of the diagram add up to 100%.
Black contours on Figs. 3-5 show the joint rainfall distribution R(V, S). Bin spacings of atmospheric factors DV are given in the captions (2 mm for TPWV, 2% for RH, etc.). Units of the contoured field are thus percent per (DS 3 DV). Black contours help show which values of V contribute most of the rainfall: through eyeball integration of the contoured field over the S axis, the marginal distribution R(V ) can be glimpsed.
The peak of the black contour or mode of the rainfall distribution R(S, V) in Figs. 3a and 3b shows that rainfall is prominently contributed by features with scale larger than 10 4 km 2 occurring with TPWV . 45 mm, as part of a contoured ridge structure that indicates a broad size distribution. The highest TPWV values (.60 mm) observed in this sample (which is conditional on the existence of rain) are almost exclusively seen in connection very large rain systems (color on the right-hand side is very concentrated at the top of the diagram). Over land, this predominance of large systems holds all the way down to 40 mm. As a result, large rain features are accompanied with average TPWV around 60 mm over the tropical ocean, but only 50 mm over land. [ Table 2 ; this is the first moment of p(TPWV j S 5 large), where p is probability or frequency of occurrence.]
For raining locations with low TPWV values (20-40 mm), the rain that does fall is mainly from small (,200 km 2 ) features over the ocean (bright colors at bottom of Fig. 3a) . Over land, medium-sized systems (;1000 km 2 ; turquoise area in Fig. 3b ) are apparently required to create rain at the surface and thus enter this sample. Very little of total rain is contributed by these conditions however noting the logarithmic interval of the low values of black contours of R(S, TPWV). The slope of the gray and blue color-filled area indicates that as TPWV increases, the peak of size spectrum of rainfall is shifted to larger sizes over both ocean and land.
For situations with TPWV above 45-50 mm over water, Figs. 3a and 3b show a sharp increase of both total rain R(TPWV) inferred from the contours and in the rain fraction owing to large rain systems (coloration). Above 60 mm, only large systems are observed when rain occurs. The abrupt increasing of rainfall with TPWV is consistent with Bretherton et al. (2004) , Peters and Neelin (2006) , and Holloway and Neelin (2009) . The increasing fraction attributable to large RPFs, and their prominent stratiform rain component, echoes the findings of Ahmed and Schumacher (2015) .
Over land, the increase of total rain and large-fraction RPFs with TPWV is much less steep. In comparison with the tropical ocean, land has a higher fractional rainfall contribution by midsize features when TPWV is between 20 and 60 mm.
An interpretive model of the steep R(TPWV) relationship by Muller et al. (2009) posits a stability threshold involving boundary layer water vapor, plus a linear dependence of rain on midlevel vapor. To address this idea, the column vapor dependence in Figs. 3a and 3b is decomposed (although not rigorously) in Figs. 3c and 3d (where V 5 RHlow) and Figs. 3e and 3f (where V 5 RHmid). Over tropical ocean (Fig. 3c) , rain is never observed with RHlow , 60%, and the distributions resemble a compressed version of Fig. 3a . Consistent with the Muller et al. (2009) interpretation, the marginal rain distribution R(RHlow), which is the integral over size classes of the contoured field in Fig. 3c , is more like a step dependence than the smoother marginal distribution P(RHmid) in Fig. 3e . The increase of rain-area size with midlevel RH is also quite gradual (sloping turquoise band).
Over land, RHlow for precipitating systems ranges from 20% to 100%, since low-level temperature can be quite high over hot lands on afternoons when rain falls, especially if the T analysis model may lack the rain events and associated cloud shading of the surface. In such cases, the rain area is most often at least 1000 km 2 , perhaps because rain from very small cells cannot reach the surface. Such large precipitating systems corresponding with a hot low-RH boundary layer are located in some specific regions and will be explored in Fig. 6 below.
The modes (peak of contoured field) in the joint distribution in Figs. 3e and 3f show that the most of typical raindrop falls from a system larger than 10 4 km 2 when midlevel RH values are above 80% and from relatively larger systems and more humid conditions over ocean than over land (Table 2) . When RHmid , 40%, most of the small amount of rainfall is contributed by features with an area less than 1000 km 2 . When RHmid . 60%, larger systems predominate, and small systems are not very common (black contours in Figs. 3e and 3f have less of a ridge along the size axis than contours in Figs. 3a-d) . Shallow cumulus clouds are more likely to grow deep when the mid-to upper troposphere is already moist (Grabowski and Moncrieff 2004; Mapes et al. 2006; Holloway and Neelin 2009 ), but as noted above, liftedparcel buoyancy and even real cumulus cell development may be inadequate conceptual models for interpreting the behavior of mesoscale rain systems. Vertical wind shear has often been invoked as a factor for organized rain systems. Figure 4 shows the same distribution with V being shallow shear Sh s (Figs. 4a,b) and deep shear Sh d (Figs. 4c,d ). The horizontality of color bands on Fig. 4 indicates how little the size distribution of rain systems depends on either shear: large systems contribute the most rain at any shear, although only because of the logarithmic definition of size bins used there.
Only very large systems have Sh s . 10 m s 21 , but strong shears are rare in nature with or without rain, and this fact alone could confine the entire distribution into the left parts of the diagrams. For shallow shear, the distribution mode is at Sh s ; 3 m s 21 and S . 10 4 km 2 . Smaller systems make a steadily greater contribution in steadily weaker Sh s settings (a slight slope of blue contours). We also explored shallow shear at other altitudes. With the same shear-layer depth (2 km), but elevated from the low levels (1-3 km) to the middle (3-5 km) and upper (5-7 km) levels, the effect is largest when the shear layer is shallow (not shown), consistent with the results in Takemi (2006) . (Figs. 4c,d ) has essentially no correlation with size distributions (no slope to color bands), and the black contours R(S, Sh d ) might be almost the simple product of marginal distributions R(S) and R(Sh d ). The shear distribution over ocean may appear to be broader (black contours in Figs. 4c and 4d ), but the average deep wind shear corresponding to large systems, the first moment of p(Sh d j S . 4), is actually slightly greater over land (10 m s 21 ) than over ocean (8 m s 21 ) ( Table 2) indicate little correlation of size distributions with CIN or CAPE. Since both variables and CIN especially are mixtures of poorly analyzed very-near-surface thermodynamic profile information, the diagrams resemble one (not shown) with a random number of similar distributions as its V axis. Still, small-and middle-sized systems do make a distinctly greater contribution to rain when CIN or CAPE is near modal values than tail values (blue wedges in Figs. 5a and 5c ). Some features near the upper tail values may indicate nonrandom effects in special if rare situations (perhaps tropical cyclones). Over land (Fig. 5b) , sloping colors indicate that small-and middlesized features contribute more of the rain observed in high-CIN environments, a result that makes no sense from elementary parcel arguments, and may reflect aliasing of geographical factors (day vs night, wet vs dry lands, etc.) into the space of the diagram, perhaps muddled by poor reanalysis data on near-surface profile information in data-sparse areas.
Deep wind shear Sh d
Figures 5e and 5f for V 5 LCL show distinctive structures, but those structures are qualitatively redundant with Figs. 3c and 3d since LCL is almost redundant (albeit reversed and a bit nonlinearly related) with near-surface RH.
2) JOINT DISTRIBUTION OF LARGE-SYSTEM RAINFALL FRACTION VERSUS TWO FACTORS
The material above demonstrated that analyzed gridded values of moisture and to a smaller extent lowlevel shear are associated with the horizontal size distributions of rain systems. However, the real impacts of environmental factors on the development of convection occur not separately but rather jointly in complex ways. To explore these joint influences, we start with the combined roles of two atmospheric variables.
Figures 6a and 6b show the joint distribution of total rainfall P(RHlow, RHmid) in contours, while colors indicate the percentage of rainfall that comes from large features (.10 4 km 2 ). The fraction of rainfall from large systems increases with both RHlow and RHmid in about equal proportion (;458 angle of color contours). The mode (maximum contour) indicates that the most typical raindrops fall accompanied by low-level RH of about 90% and midlevel RH of around 80% over the ocean, consistent with the univariate modes in Figs. 3c and 3e . About 70% of the rain in these modal conditions is from large systems (orange color in central contour). Over land, the mode is at higher values of RHlow and lower values of RHmid, but the distribution of RHlow in raining conditions extends all the way down to 25%.
The geographical structure behind these distributions is depicted by mapping the number of RPFs falling within regions A, B, and C in Figs. 6a and 6b. Region A represents the conditions of very moist low (RHlow . 90%) and midlevels (RHmid . 60%). Large RPFs associated with these conditions (Fig. 6, bottom ; region A) are found in the world's rainiest near-equatorial regions, resembling the unconditional map (Fig. 2a) . The situations marked by B with a moist boundary layer (RHlow . 90%) and dry midlevels (RHmid , 50%) are contributed by a distinct population of large features found in the ITCZ of the eastern Pacific and to a lesser extent the Atlantic (Fig. 6, bottom; region B) . The population is associated with shallower echo heights but large rain areas Zipser 2009, 2013) . We speculate the low-level forcing in the form of a large SST meridional gradient and associated shallow vertical circulation are uniquely important factors supporting these distinctive rain systems despite a dry middle troposphere (Yokoyama et al. 2014; Chen and Liu 2016) .
Rain in low-RHlow conditions ( Fig. 6 , bottom; region C) occurs mainly over land and on the margins of the tropics, with an additional locus in the seas between the islands of the Maritime Continent. Since RH depends on T as well as moisture content, hot lands (especially in afternoon) can have low RHlow and yet enough moisture to feed deep convection, especially if the cooling effects of mesoscale rain events by cloud shading and rain reevaporation are unreliably analyzed by the global assimilation system. Large rain systems with RHlow , 80% over the seas of the Maritime Continent are harder to understand, and low-level thermodynamic fields in ERA-Interim should be examined for veracity in some cases, and if necessary in field campaigns like the upcoming Year of Maritime Convection campaign.
In addition, some samples with low RH at both mid-(,60%) and low levels (,80%) are observed in western Africa (not shown). The surface mixed layer over the Sahara-Sahel can be deeper than the 700-hPa layer, so RHmid may be low because of a hot PBL, not low specific humidity. Or perhaps some special dynamics of African easterly waves may be essential for these large systems (Mohr and Thorncroft 2006; Nicholson 2013; Janiga and Thorncroft 2016) .
The joint domain of TPWV and low-level wind shear Sh s is explored in Fig. 7 , with the same format as in Fig. 6 . The bin sizes for TPWV (2 mm) and shallow wind shear (0.5 s
21
) mean that the contoured density units in Fig. 7a are percent per (1 mm s
) for contour values, while the color fill is the percentage of rain from events that are large. A slight slope to the color bands indicates that the size of rain systems is mostly a function of TPWV but has a small positive association with Sh s . As in Fig. 4 , the contours show that strong shear is rare, but the modest slope of color bands is systematic. 7 (bottom; quadrants C and D) show that large features corresponding to small TPWV (,50 mm) are almost exclusively over tropical land, and the weak shear cases (Fig. 7, bottom ; quadrant D) are strongly associated with elevated terrain, which obviously limits the mass of the air column and thus TPWV. Equatorial and West Africa stand out globally as the regions where large systems form in low TPWV and high shear ( Fig. 7 , bottom; quadrant C). Figure 8 shows joint distributions and maps in the domain of CIN and CAPE. Because these quantities and CIN especially are poorly analyzed in coarse reanalysis profiles, the distribution (Figs. 8a,b ) are broad and messy and largely described by the univariate results (Fig. 5) . Still, some joint features are noteworthy. Because both quantities depend strongly on near-surface (parcel) moist entropy, a correlation is evident in the slopes of contours (negative because of the positive definitions of CAPE and CIN used here). However, the rain conditions with the largest fractional contribution by large systems (brown-red areas) are those analyzed to have both small CAPE and small CIN, a result that is Table 2 ).
To interpret the complicated pattern in Figs. 8a and 8b, four characteristic regions marked by letters A-D are again selected around the center of maximum rain fraction in Fig. 8a . In region A, large features with large CAPE (.1500 J kg 21 ) and small CIN (,10 J kg 21 ) are found in the western Pacific ITCZ, the Maritime Continent, central Africa, and the Amazon basin ( Fig. 8, bottom ; region A), perhaps similar to the unconditional climatology in Fig. 2 . Maps of large-system occurrence in regions A-D are shown in Fig. 9 (bottom) . As shown in Fig. 9 (bottom; region A) most of tropical large rain systems correspond with lower LCL than 0.6 km, but a small population of large features with higher LCL (Fig. 9, bottom; region B) is found around the Maritime Continent, the Sahel region, southern Africa, and southeastern Brazil. High LCL is mainly due to a dry boundary layer over these regions, as shown in Fig. 6 (bottom; region C) . In addition, a small population of large rain systems are observed in the east Pacific, the east Atlantic, and the Amazon, which are associated with low LCL (,0.3 km) shown in Fig. 9 (bottom; regions A and C).
The mean environmental properties for large and small features in selected regions are summarized in Table 2 . Common conditions associated with large features are higher TPWV, a moister boundary layer and midtroposphere, stronger shallow wind shear, smaller CIN (except the Sahel), and lower LCL. If these associations are physical, then regional geographical patterns of these variables may be governing where we see large precipitation systems. The eastern Pacific is characterized by a moist boundary layer with low LCL and small CIN, but a dry midtroposphere and strong shallow wind shear. In contrast, western Pacific is characterized by a drier low level but a moister midtroposphere, weaker shallow wind shear, and larger CIN and CAPE. The Bay of Bengal systems have the highest TPWV but the driest boundary layer, the moistest midlevel, the c. Reconstruction of large-system rain fraction from atmospheric predictors
To illustrate the effect strength of the statistical associations above, we use a couple of the predictors above to reconstruct the global distribution of largesystem rain fraction and compare it to the observed map. The structure of the exercise is to estimate the fraction of rain from large-system L(V, mask), where V is a vector of the gridded atmospheric factors above and mask 5 1, 2 represents the ocean and land, respectively. Inputs to the scheme are the total rainfall from TRMM 3B42 (Huffman et al. 2007 ) product, coarsened to the ERA-Interim 1.58 grid, and the corresponding hourly ERA-Interim estimates of V. The TRMM 3B42 product is used as the observed total rainfall rather than ERA-Interim model estimation. We estimate the rain fraction of large features L by lookup from joint distributions like the above.
The actual annual-mean large-system rain fraction (Fig. 10a) can be compared with estimated reconstructions which account for associations with V 5 TPWV only (Fig. 10b) , V 5 fTPWV, Sh s g (Fig. 10c) , and V 5 fTPWV, Sh s , LCLg (Fig. 10d) . Large RPFs contribute to the most of rainfall in tropics as shown in the past literature (Nesbitt et al. 2000; Liu 2011 ). The general pattern of distribution of fractional rainfall is well reproduced by a single variable of TPWV (Fig. 10b) . The spatial correlation coefficient between Figs. 10a and 10b is around 0.68 over the tropical ocean and 0.50 over tropical land. Still, a large estimation bias is obvious (e.g., overestimation over the west Pacific and underestimation in the east Pacific, east Atlantic, central Africa, and the Sahel). Estimation using other individual variables was also made; the mean value and spatial correlation with observation are listed in Table 3 . Moist parameters including RHlow, RHmid, and LCL appear useful for the simulation of fractional rainfall over the tropical ocean. The coefficients from individual factors are lower over land, indicating that the prediction of large-system rainfall is more challenging over the tropical land.
The impacts of multiple factors may help. Figure 10c shows the reconstructed map of large-system rain fraction when both TPWV and shallow wind shear are considered. The estimation over tropical land is improved compared to Fig. 10b with an increase of the correlation coefficient (Table 3) , as expected from Fig. 7c for instance. In particular, a high rainfall fraction over the Sahel and central Africa is more consistent with observation. This indicates that the interaction of cold pool with its ambient shallow wind shear is critical for the clustering of precipitation systems in this region, which confirms one detailed study by Marsham et al. (2013) . Figure 10d shows that using LCL as an additional predictor increases the fractional rainfall by large RPFs over the eastern Pacific, improving the estimate. However, large underestimations in the Sahel and central Africa, the tropical Indian Ocean, and the eastern Pacific are still present.
The spatial correlation coefficients to observation are summarized in Table 3 . Figures 6-9 have demonstrated that one or two factors may reproduce favorable values only over specific regions, and other factors can make positive impact everywhere. That is why by adding one variable in the prediction function, the estimated frequency of large systems can be improved over one region, but not in other regions. Further reconstructions have been attempted by using the combinations of two variables and three variables. The spatial correlation coefficients are about 0.7-0.75 over the tropical ocean and 0.5-0.6 over tropical land. More factors slightly increase 
the spatial correlation over both the tropical ocean and tropical land. However, even when multiple factors are considered, the geographical distributions of large precipitation system rainfall contributions are not fully estimated. Reconstruction of seasonal variations has also been attempted (Fig. 11) for different selected regions in Fig. 1c . Solid lines show observed results, while broken lines show reconstruction estimates. Large-system rainfall fractions are underestimated in the east Pacific, the Bay of Bengal, and the Sahel. The tropical west Pacific has less seasonal variation in contrast to the east Pacific and the Bay of Bengal. In general, the phases of seasonal variation are estimated reasonably well, but with room for improvement.
Precipitation rate was used as an indicator of organization in some GCMs (Mapes and Neale 2011) . We have tested its value as the predictor by combining 3B42 products and ERA-Interim. We found that when the grid precipitation rate is large, large systems dominate and contribute to most of the precipitation. However, low precipitation rate can be from both large and small rain systems. Similarly, we have built a one-dimensional function and use 3B42 precipitation rate to derive the large-system rainfall fraction. Results indicate that although the estimated fractional rainfall of large systems shows a high spatial correlation to the observation with the coefficients around 0.68 (ocean) and 0.49 (land), its mean value is significantly overestimated over both tropical ocean and tropical land (Table 3) . Precipitation rate is not a good candidate predictor of large-system precipitation and we choose not to show these results. Additionally, precipitation rate is not a predictor in GCM, but rather a predicted output of parameterization scheme.
Perhaps other predictor variables should be considered, including a measure of the synoptic setting (like meridional wind), or better variables to characterize moisture (such as specific humidity rather than relative humidity). If longitude or season was allowed as a predictor, the fit might improve but would more clearly highlight the curve-fitting nature of the exercise. Someone may suggest trying aerosols [as in Chakraborty et al. (2016) ], but the same grave concerns about causality inferences from association studies (or curve fits) must be kept in mind. And of course we must note again that data and analysis quality issues, including possible weather-dependent systematic errors, stand in the way of drawing firmer conclusions.
Summary
Radar-observed precipitating features with large rain areas (. fraction of tropical rainfall and latent heating. This study investigated the statistical relationships between largesystem rain fraction and other atmospheric variables on the 1.5 grid of ERA-Interim data. The variables chosen include several traditional environmental ''predictors'' of convective systems, here used in a simultaneous statistical sense, not a temporal or causal sense of word. The main findings are summarized as follows.
d One-predictor relationships analysis found that total precipitable water vapor, relative humidity at low and midlevels, and low-level wind shear are associated with the size distribution of precipitating systems.
Deep wind shear has a weak and nonmonotonic relationship: moderate shear is associated positively with large rain systems, but strong shear (.20 m s 21 ) has a negative association. Standard CAPE and CIN variables computed from grid-mean thermodynamic profiles are poor predictors, perhaps because inflow and outflow air are carelessly averaged in such profiles, or because low-level thermodynamic information is not well analyzed in data-poor areas.
d The eastern Pacific is distinctive for having large rain systems in environments with a moist boundary layer but a dry midtroposphere, strong shallow wind shear (.5 m s 21 ), weak CAPE, and low LCL.
d Over tropical land, the Sahel and central Africa stand out as having a great fraction of their rain contributed by large RPFs. Their mean atmospheric state is characterized by modest TPWV but strong shallow wind shear and large CIN and CAPE, in comparison to the equatorial Amazon basin and the Maritime Continent.
d Total column water vapor is the most dominant single factor in reconstructions of large-system rainfall fraction, but the estimation of regional characteristics is improved when multiple factors are considered.
It is always a challenge for convection parameterization to use the right set of predictors (large-scale state variables) to estimate the precipitation and latent heating distribution. These results suggest that total precipitable water vapor is the best predictor, with lesser associations to low-level wind shear, and moisture and temperature in the boundary layer that meteorological knowledge suggests may be causal factors. These findings may help orient the representation of organized precipitation systems in global circulation models.
This work is the first step toward applying the quantified statistic association between the reanalysis states and the observed storms into a GCM scheme. Even though the statistical analysis in this study could not explain the physical mechanisms involved in the dependence of the horizontal extent of rain systems on the various parameters, future studies could elucidate their detailed interactions by repeatedly tuning model physics until it obtains the reasonable size spectrum of rainfall associated with a given atmospheric state.
